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We investigate the scaling properties of the sources of crackling noise in a fully dynamic numerical
model of sedimentary rocks subject to uniaxial compression. The model is initiated by filling a cylindrical
container with randomly sized spherical particles that are then connected by breakable beams. Loading at a
constant strain rate the cohesive elements fail, and the resulting stress transfer produces sudden bursts of
correlated failures, directly analogous to the sources of acoustic emissions in real experiments. The source
size, energy, and duration can all be quantified for an individual event, and the population can be analyzed
for its scaling properties, including the distribution of waiting times between consecutive events. Despite
the nonstationary loading, the results are all characterized by power-law distributions over a broad range of
scales in agreement with experiments. As failure is approached, temporal correlation of events emerges
accompanied by spatial clustering.
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Understanding the processes that lead to catastrophic
failure of porous granular media is an important problem in
a wide variety of applications, notably in Earth science and
engineering [1–8]. Such failure is often preceded by
detectable changes in mechanical properties (stress and
strain) and in geophysical signals (elastic wave velocity,
electrical conductivity, and acoustic emissions) measured
remotely at the sample boundary [9]. In particular, acoustic
emissions result from sources of internal damage due to
sudden local dislocations in the form of tensile or shear
microcracks whose origin time, location, orientation, dura-
tion, and magnitude can all be inferred from the radiated
wave train [10]. Typically, only a very small proportion of
the microcracks revealed by destructive thin sectioning
after the test result in detectable acoustic emissions [11]. As
a consequence, experimental data provide only limited
insight into the complexity of the microscopic processes at
work prior to failure, notably the probability distributions
of the relevant parameters, their scaling properties, and
their population dynamics.
Theoretical approaches to the dynamics and statistics of

rupture cascades have typically been based on stochastic
fracture models comprising lattices of springs [12], beams
[13,14], fuses [15,16], or fibers [17–19]. However, such
lattice models involve a strong simplification of the material
microstructure and the inhomogeneous stress field. For
example, macroscopic laws of damage for cohesive ele-
ments are often implemented at the mesoscopic scale on a
regular two-dimensional grid, avoiding the truly three-
dimensional microstructure of real porous media, and often
using power-law rheology as an input. Here, we adopt a
discrete element modeling (DEM) approach that relaxes all
of these restrictions and allows a realistic investigation of the

emergent properties of the dynamics, including the temporal
and spatial statistics of the resulting crackling noise. Starting
from the level of single particles of porous granular media,
rupture cascades and scaling laws both emerge spontane-
ously in the competition between realistic structural disorder
and the interactions and correlations that arise from external
dynamic loading and internal stress redistribution. Our
approach quantitatively reproduces the observed scaling
laws of crackling noise remarkably well without tuning
[9,10,20], including those of parameters such as burst energy
and duration not available to lattice-based models.
In the model, cylindrical samples are constructed by

sedimenting spherical particles in a container. Figure 1(a)
illustrates that particles fall one by one on the top of the
growing particle layer and dissipate their kinetic energy by
colliding with other particles and also with the container
wall. The radius of particles R was sampled from a log-
normal distribution pðRÞ ∼ exp ½−ðlnR − ln R̄Þ2Þ=ð2σ2RÞ�,
as shown in Fig. 1(b), which describes the statistics of large
particle sizes for various types of Earth materials (see e.g.,
the particle size distribution prior to faulting in Fig. 7 of
Ref. [20]). In order to avoid numerical problems of too
wide size distributions, we set the range Rmax=Rmin ¼ 20
fixed and choose R̄ ¼ 5Rmin to have the maximum of pðRÞ
nearly in the middle of the [logRmin, logRmax] interval. The
diameterD0 and heightH0 of the cylinder were set toD0 ¼
438:57Rmin andH0 ¼ 1008:71Rmin, which yields an aspect
ratio H0=D0 ≈ 2.3 as in the experiments of Ref. [20]. With
this geometrical setup, the number of particles N of the
samples fluctuates in a narrow interval around N ¼ 20000
with a total porosityΦ ≈ 56%. Particles lying on the sample
surface typically have only a few contacts nc ¼ 1, 2, 3 to
other ones, while bulk particles are characterized by higher
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contact numbers. The probability distribution (PDF) pðncÞ
of the number of contacts nc proved to be an exponential
for nc > 3, as illustrated in Fig. 1(c). Both the exponential
form of pðncÞ and the value of the average number of
contacts < nc > ≈5.8 of our packing are in a reasonable
agreement with measurements on porous sandstones [20].
To form a particulate solid in a DEM framework

[13,14,21,22], cohesive interaction is provided by beams
that connect the particles along the edges of a Delaunay
tetrahedrization performed with the initial position of
particles. Conceptually, the beam represents the effect of
cementation and induration between particles. Beams can
suffer elongation, compression, shear, and torsion repre-
senting the forces and torques that emerge between
interacting particles [13,14,22]. The time evolution of
the system is followed by molecular dynamics simulations
solving the equation of motion of the particles. Beams
break when over stressed, according to [13,14]

�
εij
εth

�
2

þmaxðjΘij; jΘjjÞ
Θth

> 1; (1)

where εij denotes the axial strain, while Θi and Θj are the
generalized bending angles of the two ends of the beam
connecting particles i and j. The first and second terms of
Eq. (1) represent the contributions of stretching and
bending, respectively, where bending mainly arises due

to the shear of the particle contacts [13,14,23]. In the
model, there is only structural disorder present; i.e., the
breaking thresholds are set to constant values εth ¼ 0.003
and Θth ¼ 2° for all the beams. Those particles that are not
connected by beams (e.g., along cracks) interact via Hertz
contacts [22].
To simulate uniaxial compression of sedimentary rocks

in a strain controlled way, two particle layers on the top and
bottom of the cylindrical sample were clamped such that
the bottom layer was fixed while the one on the top was
moving downward at a constant speed (see the inset of
Fig. 2 for illustration). The strain rate ε

:
of loading was set as

ε
:Δt ¼ 1.8 × 10−7, where Δt is the time step used to
integrate the equation of motion. The constitutive curve
σðεÞ of the system is presented in Fig. 2 where the
simulation was stopped when the axial stress σ dropped
to zero. The system has a highly brittle response: for small
deformations linearly elastic behavior is obtained; stronger
nonlinearity of σðεÞ is only observed in the vicinity of the
maximum σc. Macroscopic failure is indicated by a sudden
drop of the stress beyond the strain at peak stress εc.
In the simulations, the breaking criterion of Eq. (1) is

evaluated in each iteration step of the equation of motion
such that those beams that fulfill the condition are removed
and their breaking time tbi is recorded. During the loading
process, first the weakest beams break randomly all over
the sample due to the quenched disorder starting at ε ≈
0.0015 in Fig. 2, i.e., relatively early in the loading history.
Each breaking event is followed by the redistribution of
stress that may induce additional breakings and in turn can
even trigger an entire avalanche of beam breakings. If two
consecutive beam breakings at times tbi and tbiþ1 occur
within the correlation time tc, i.e., jtbiþ1 − tbi j < tc, they are
considered to belong to the same burst. The value of tc was
set to tc ¼ 25Δt, which is approximately the time needed
for the elastic waves to pass the radius of the sample D0=2.
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FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Preparation of the sample by
sedimenting spherical particles with randomly distributed radius
R. The color code corresponds to the radius of the particles: the
smallest particles are dark blue whereas the biggest ones have
light red color. (b) Comparison of the radius distribution pðRÞ
obtained numerically (symbols) to the desired log-normal func-
tional form (continuous line). (c) Histogram pðncÞ of the number
of contacts nc in a sample of N ¼ 20000 particles. Exponential
function (green line) was fitted for nc > 3.
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FIG. 2 (color online). Constitutive behavior σðεÞ of a single
sample together with the series of burst size Δ (red bars) as a
function of the strain of their appearance. The moving average of
Δ (blue line) was calculated over 50 consecutive events. The inset
illustrates the loading condition.
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Similar criteria are also necessary to define real acoustic
emission events in laboratory experiments [3,5,11]. The
breaking bursts of our DEM are analogous to the acoustic
emissions generated by the nucleation and propagation of
cracks in laboratory experiments on geomaterials and in
field observations on geological faults [3,5,11]. We define
the burst size Δ as the number of beams breaking in the
correlated sequence, which is related to the rupture area
created by the burst. Figure 2 shows that despite the smooth
macroscopic response σðεÞ of the system the size of bursts
Δ exhibits strong fluctuations while its average increases as
the maximum of σðεÞ is approached. At the beginning of
the breaking process, only small bursts of a few breaking
beams appear; however, as loading proceeds the triggering
of longer avalanches becomes more probable. Strong
bursting activity with complex structure of the event series
emerges after σ exceeds approximately the two-third level
of the peak stress σc in agreement with experiments [20].
The total number of bursts we identify during the fracture
of a single sample is about 2000—2200.
Since the dynamics of the breaking process changes at

the peak load, we analyzed the statistical features of the
time series of bursts separately for events occurring before
ε < εc and after ε > εc the peak of σðεÞ. Figure 3(a) shows
that the PDF of burst sizes pðΔÞ of prepeak events has a
power-law functional form followed by a cutoff with
stretched exponential shape

pðΔÞ ∼ Δ−τ exp ½−ðΔ=Δ�Þc�: (2)

A high-quality fit was obtained with a rupture size
exponent τ ¼ 2.22, whereas the cutoff parameters are c ¼
1.5 and Δ� ¼ 1200. At the peak of the constitutive curve

σðεÞ, the dynamics of the rupture process undergoes
bifurcation, indicated by the different statistics of postpeak
events in Fig. 3(a). Although only a small fraction ∼3% of
the bursts (about 12% of broken beams) occurs along the
softening branch of σðεÞ, large avalanches are more
frequent in this regime. The small hump of the largest
events corresponds to the final multifragmentation of the
sample. As the burst is formed, the elastic energy Eb

j stored
in beams is released, which can be directly compared to the
energy of acoustic signals in experiments. The overall
duration T of a burst is the difference of the time of the first
and last beam breaking in the correlated sequence
T ¼ tbΔ − tb1 . Figures 3(b) and 3(c) show that in the prepeak
regime the PDF of burst energy pðEÞ and duration pðTÞ
both have a power-law decay with a stretched exponential
cutoff similar to the behavior of the burst size [Eq. ((2)].
Best fits were obtained with the power-law exponents α ¼
2.02 and β ¼ 2.4 for the burst energy and duration,
respectively, while the cutoff parameters are cE ¼ 1.0,
E� ¼ 1.1 × 107 and cT ¼ 1.5, and T�=tc ¼ 170. The cor-
responding distributions of postpeak event source param-
eters (size, energy, and duration) share a similar qualitative
shape, with a break of slope at low magnitude and a bump
at high values, the latter likely associated with the finite
sample size.
Bursts are separated by silent periods where no beam

breaking occurs. The duration tw of these interevent periods
encodes interesting information about the temporal dynam-
ics of fracture. The minimum value of tw is determined by
the correlation time minðtwÞ ≈ tc; hence, in Fig. 3(d) the
PDF of waiting times pðtwÞ is presented as a function of the
dimensionless ratio tw=tc [the same is applied for T in
Fig. 3(c)] Again, the same functional form of Eq. (2) of the
distribution is evidenced where the best fit was obtained
with the power-law exponent z ¼ 2.0, whereas the cutoff
parameters are obtained as cw ¼ 1.2 and t�w=tc ¼ 1600.
Note that the separating postpeak events have only a minor
effect on pðtwÞ since bursts in the postpeak regime occur
rapidly with very short waiting times. We emphasize that
the exponents τ, α, β, and z of the distributions are robust
with respect to the correlation time tc in the range
20Δt < tc < 35Δt, i.e., until tc falls close to the time
the elastic wave takes to cross the sample. Only the cutoffs
of the distributions change.
Characteristic quantities of single bursts Δ, E, and T are

not independent of each other: large bursts typically release
a higher amount of energy and have a longer duration. In
order to quantify these correlations, we determined the
average duration hTi and energy hEi of bursts as a function
of their size Δ separately for pre- and postpeak events. In
Figure 4(a) a strong correlation is observed with power-law
functional forms

hEi ∼ ΔνE and hTi ∼ ΔνT : (3)
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FIG. 3 (color online). Probability distributions of the character-
istic quantities of bursts occurring before and after the peak of
σðεÞ: distribution of burst (a) size pðΔÞ, (b) energy pðEÞ,
(c) duration pðTÞ, and (d) waiting time pðtwÞ. The red lines
represent fits with the functional form of Eq. (2).
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The duration of bursts has the same behavior in both the
pre- and postpeak regimes with a unique exponent
νT ¼ 0.8. However, the energy of bursts of the same size
proved to be higher for post- than for prepeak events, since
they are formed by the breaking of stronger beams. The
released energy is nearly proportional to the burst size
with exponents νE ¼ 1.15 and νE ¼ 1.0 for ε < εc and
ε > εc, respectively. These are lower than the scaling
exponent of 1.5 commonly inferred from a simple dis-
location theory for the seismic source in interpreting
laboratory acoustic emission data [24]. Equations (3) yield
relations between the prepeak exponents α ¼ ðτ þ νE −
1Þ=νE and β ¼ ðτ þ νT − 1Þ=νT , in good agreement with
our numerically determined exponents.
The stress redistribution around cracks gives rise to

correlations between bursts that become more and more
relevant as the system approaches failure. To obtain
information about how events affect the appearance of
later bursts, we determined the average value of waiting
times as a function of the burst size Δ separately averaging
tw that elapsed before tbw and after taw the events. Since along
the softening branch of σðεÞ the specimen is collapsing
with large bursts, in the postpeak regime both htawi and htbwi
rapidly converge to the vicinity of the most probable
waiting time tc [see also Fig. 3(d)] indicating the absence
of correlations. In the prepeak regime htbwi has the same
behavior though the convergence is slower. The most
remarkable result is that htawi increases for large event
sizes according to

htawi ∼ Δνw ; (4)

with the exponent νw ¼ 1.37. This correlation arises
because a larger burst releases stress in a larger volume
of the specimen so that it requires a longer time to build up
the stress again and to trigger the next burst. Our calcu-
lations revealed that the emergence of temporal correlations
is also accompanied by spatial clustering of events.
Figure 4(c) presents the average distance of consecutive

bursts hΔri;iþ1i ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
hðr⃗iþ1 − r⃗iÞ2i

q
as a function of strain ε,

where the position r⃗i of a single burst is identified by the
center of mass of its broken beams. For a broad range of ε,
the ratio hΔri;iþ1i=D0 falls close to 0.5, which implies that
events randomly scatter all over the sample. However,
approaching the peak load σc the distance rapidly
decreases, which clearly marks spatial clustering of events.
In Fig. 4(c) the average size of bursts hΔi increases with ε
and reaches a maximum slightly beyond the peak of the
consecutive curve. At the strain where spatial correlation
sets on, hΔi switches to a faster growth. A more detailed
measure of spatial correlation is provided by the correlation
integral CðrÞ defined as CðrÞ¼Nð<rÞ=Np, where Nð< rÞ
denotes the number of pair of events with a distance smaller
than r and Np is the total number of pairs. To quantify how
correlations evolve, we evaluated CðrÞ for windows of 200
consecutive events. Figure 4(d) shows that approaching
failure the correlation integral saturates earlier and for the
last four windows it becomes a power law CðrÞ ∼ rD2 with
the exponent D2 ¼ 2.55, which indicates strong spatial
clustering of bursts.
In conclusion, we have successfully reconstructed a

synthetic model of the compressive failure of sedimentary
rocks with realistic microstructure, breaking dynamics, and
loading conditions relevant for catastrophic failure in porous
granular media. The statistical properties of the local micro-
crack events show qualitative agreement with those inferred
from acoustic emissions generated under compression in
laboratory tests,notably thepower-lawscalingof thePDFsof
rupture area, duration, energy, and waiting time and power-
lawscalingbetween ruptureenergyanddurationwith respect
to source size [6–8,24,25]. In recent laboratory experiments
on porous rocks and on synthetic samples with well con-
trolled porosity, Φ power-law distribution of the energy of
acoustic events was found with an exponent that increases
with Φ from 1.6 to 2.0 [7,8]. Our simulations have good
qualitative agreementwith the timeevolutionof rupture [7,8]
andquantitativeagreementwith theenergyexponent [8].Our
simulations also revealed microscopic details of the rupture
process, including the temporal evolution of spatial correla-
tions in rupture location that controls the emergence of
localized damage at a resolution not readily accessible by
experimentalmeans,withpotential implications fordevelop-
ing predictive models for catastrophic failure in porous
granular media.
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